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A B S T R A C T 

Ultrahot Jupiters (UHJs) present excellent targets for atmospheric characterization. Their hot dayside temperatures ( T � 2200 K) 
strongly suppress the formation of condensates, leading to clear and highly inflated atmospheres extremely conducive to 

transmission spectroscopy. Recent studies using optical high-resolution spectra hav e disco v ered a plethora of neutral and ionized 

atomic species in UHJs, placing constraints on their atmospheric structure and composition. Our recent work has presented a 
search for molecular features and detection of Fe I in the UHJ WASP-121b using Very Large Telescope (VLT)/UV–Visual Echelle 
Spectrograph (UVES) transmission spectroscopy. Here, we present a systematic search for atomic species in its atmosphere 
using cross-correlation methods. In a single transit, we unco v er potential signals of 17 atomic species that we investigate further, 
cate gorizing fiv e as strong detections, three as tentativ e detections, and nine as weak signals worthy of further exploration. We 
confirm previous detections of Cr I , V I , Ca I , K I , and exospheric H I and Ca II made with the High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet 
Searcher (HARPS) and the Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets and Stable Spectroscopic Observations (ESPRESSO), 
and independently re-reco v er our previous detection of Fe I at 8.8 σ using both the blue and red arms of the UVES data. We also add 

a no v el detection of Sc II at 4.2 σ . Our results further demonstrate the richness of UHJs for optical high-resolution spectroscopy. 

K ey words: methods: observ ational – techniques: spectroscopic – planets and satellites: atmospheres – planets and satellites: 
individual: WASP-121b. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

he recently emerging class of exoplanets known as ultrahot Jupiters 
hereafter UHJs) present an intriguing subject for study and char- 
cterization. These tidally locked gas giants orbit on extremely 
hort periods around their parent stars and thus experience extreme 
rradiation, increasing their dayside temperatures to the point where 
heir chemistry and atmospheric structure are expected to differ 
reatly from cooler hot Jupiters (dayside T � 2200 K; e.g. Parmentier
t al. 2018 ). The increased temperature leads to the dissociation of
olecules and the partial thermal ionization of atomic species in the 

ot dayside, thereby preventing the formation of the high-altitude 
loud decks and aerosol particles that dominate the spectra of their 
ooler siblings (Helling et al. 2019 ). Instead, the dominant source 
f continuum opacity comes from scattering by H 

− ions created 
y the dissociation of molecular hydrogen and the abundance of 
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ree electrons from the thermal ionization of metals (Arcangeli 
t al. 2018 ). The dissociation of molecular hydrogen at temperatures
 v er 2500–3000 K also leads to atomic hydrogen becoming the
ominant constituent of the atmosphere (Kitzmann et al. 2018 ; 
othringer, Barman & Koskinen 2018 ; Parmentier et al. 2018 ),

educing the mean molecular weight of the atmosphere. The effects 
f the dissociation of molecular hydrogen, and its recombination 
n the cooler nightside, are also theorized to lead to increased
ayside/nightside heat transport in UHJs (Bell & Cowan 2018 ), 
urther altering our expectations of the atmospheric chemistry from 

he assumptions made for cooler hot Jupiters. 
These combined characteristics make UHJs excellent targets for 

tmospheric characterization via their transmission spectra (the 
ngerprint of the exoplanet spectrum found as the light from the
ost star passes through the upper layers of the atmosphere during
ransit). The reduced mean molecular weight of the atmosphere 
nd high temperature increase the scale height of the atmosphere, 
xtending the amount of atmosphere observable during transit events. 
he lack of high-altitude clouds and aerosols ensures that atomic and
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h permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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olecular features are less suppressed by these sources of opacity,
s can often happen in cooler hot Jupiters (e.g. Gibson et al. 2013a , b ;
irk et al. 2017 ; Wakeford et al. 2017 ; May et al. 2018 ; Espinoza et al.
019 ; Wilson et al. 2020 ). Additionally, when the terminator of the
tmosphere is probed in transit observations, multiple temperature
egimes are explored in a transition from the hot dayside to the cooler
ightside (Parmentier et al. 2018 ), where both ionized and neutral
etals/atoms and recombined molecules may be observable at the

ame time. Simulations of UHJs using stellar models have predicted
 plethora of neutral and ionized atomic species in their atmospheres
Lothringer et al. 2018 , 2020 ; Lothringer & Barman 2019 ). 

The adaptation of the high-resolution Doppler spectroscopy tech-
ique (Snellen et al. 2010 ), originally used to characterize spectro-
copic binary systems, has provided us with a new tool to inventory
he atomic and molecular constituents of exoplanet atmospheres.
he large radial velocity of the planet imparts a correspondingly
ignificant Doppler shift in its atomic and molecular lines. The
lanetary signal can then be separated from the telluric and stellar
ines in the spectra by using detrending techniques to strip all static
nd quasi-static trends from the time series. The resulting residuals
ontain the photon noise and, hidden within, the Doppler-shifted
ines from the planet’s transmission spectrum. As these lines are
ndividually resolved at high resolution, they can be extracted from
he noise by cross-correlation with template spectra of the atomic or
olecular species of interest, ef fecti v ely summing up o v er hundreds

r thousands of individually resolved spectral lines and strengthening
he detection signal. 

This method has, until recently, seen most of its success in the
etection of molecules at infrared wavelengths (e.g. Brogi et al.
012 ; Birkby et al. 2013 ; Lockwood et al. 2014 ). Ho we ver, Doppler
pectroscopy at optical wavelengths has recently played a huge part
n the characterization of UHJs. This technique was used in a highly
uccessful attempt to inventory the species present in the atmosphere
f possibly the most notorious UHJ of them all, KEL T -9b. The hottest
nown exoplanet to date with a T eq of 4050 K, Hoeijmakers et al.
 2018 , 2019 ) revealed the presence of Mg I , Fe I , Fe II , Ti II , Na II ,
a I , Cr II , Sc II , and Y II , along with hints of Ca I , Cr I , Co I , and Sr II .
igh-resolution spectroscopy has also provided detections of Fe I ,
e II , Ca I , Ca II , Mg I , Cr II , and the Balmer series of hydrogen in the
HJ KEL T -20b/MASCARA-2b (Casasayas-Barris et al. 2018 , 2019 ;
oeijmakers et al. 2020a ; Nugroho et al. 2020a ; Stangret et al. 2020 ).
igh-resolution explorations of the UHJ WASP-33b revealed signs
f TiO (Nugroho et al. 2017 ), Fe I (Nugroho et al. 2020b ), and Ca II
Yan et al. 2019 ), though TiO was not detected in later observations
y Herman et al. ( 2020 ). A search for FeH in several hot Jupiters
esulted in tentative evidence for its presence in WASP-33b and
EL T -20b/MASCARA-2b (Kesseli et al. 2020 ). An asymmetrical

bsorption signal of iron during transit of WASP-76b was attributed
y Ehrenreich et al. ( 2020 ) to the existence of a chemical gradient. 
One especially interesting target for atmospheric characterization,

hether at high resolution or low, is the UHJ WASP-121b (Delrez
t al. 2016 ). WASP-121b is in orbit around a bright ( V = 10.5) F6V-
ype star (Høg et al. 2000 ), and its period of just 1.27 d imparts
n equilibrium temperature of 2400 K. Low-resolution observations
ith the Hubble Space Telescope ( HST ) have resulted in a detection
f water in transmission, with tentative evidence for TiO or VO
Evans et al. 2016 , 2018 ; Tsiaras et al. 2018 ); water was also
etected in emission, leading to the first direct measurement of a
emperature inversion (Evans et al. 2017 ). This temperature inversion
as later confirmed by phase-curve photometry from the Transiting
xoplanet Survey Satellite ( TESS ; Bourrier et al. 2020b ; Daylan et al.
021 ). New secondary eclipse measurements made by HST recently
NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
econfirmed the presence of water emission features (Mikal-Evans
t al. 2020 ), though these observations have failed to reproduce
 feature in the emission spectrum previously attributed to VO in
vans et al. ( 2017 ) and Mikal-Evans et al. ( 2019 ), since attributed

o systematics. Recent ultraviolet (UV) observations taken during
ransit, also with HST , disco v ered Fe II and Mg II features extending
ar higher in the atmosphere than previously detected features at
edder wavelengths, evidence that WASP-121b has an extended,
scaping atmosphere (Sing et al. 2019 ). A similar excess in UV
bsorption had previously been detected by Salz et al. ( 2019 ). Eclipse
bservations taken in the z 

′ 
band by Mallonn et al. ( 2019 ) placed

pper limits on WASP-121b’s albedo, and potential variability in its
tmosphere has been posited based on Gemini/Gemini Multi-Object
pectrograph (GMOS) observations (Wilson et al. 2021 ). 
At high resolution, a search for TiO or VO in the transmission

pectrum of WASP-121b using the UV–Visual Echelle Spectrograph
UVES) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) failed to detect either
Merritt et al. 2020 ), in conflict with earlier low-resolution work
Evans et al. 2016 , 2018 ; Tsiaras et al. 2018 ), though the inaccuracy
f the VO high-temperature line list was cited as a possible cause
or the non-detection of VO. Analysis by Gibson et al. ( 2020 )
f the same UVES transits, and by Bourrier et al. ( 2020a ) and
abot et al. ( 2020 ) using the High Accuracy Radial velocity Planet
earcher (HARPS) on La Silla, have detected Fe I deeper in the
tmosphere, with Cabot et al. ( 2020 ) additionally detecting the
resence of H α. Analysis of the same HARPS data by Ben-Yami
t al. ( 2020 ) confirmed the presence of Fe I and Fe II , while presenting
dditional detections of V I and Cr I and a non-detection of Ti I .
urther analysis by Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ), again on the same
ARPS observations, confirmed the presence of Fe I , V I , and Cr I ,
hile adding detections of Mg I , Na I , Ca I , and Ni I , and confirming
on-detections of Ti I and TiO. Finally, a study by Borsa et al. ( 2021 )
sing data from the Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets and
table Spectroscopic Observations (ESPRESSO)/VLT confirmed
any of the previous detections and added novel detections of K I ,
i I , and exospheric Ca II . This wealth of information from only a
andful of data sets showcases the huge potential of high-resolution
pectroscopy as a tool to explore the atmospheres of UHJs. 

In order to confirm and expand upon previous detections, we
resent an atomic species inventory of the UHJ WASP-121b, using
igh-resolution spectra taken with VLT/UVES (Dekker et al. 2000 ),
n instrument which has seen successful use for the exploration
f exoplanet atmospheres (Snellen 2004 ; Khalafinejad et al. 2017 ;
ibson et al. 2019 ). The blue arm of these observations was
reviously explored by Gibson et al. ( 2020 ), and analysis of the
ed arm in a search for molecular features was presented in Merritt
t al. ( 2020 ): this paper presents analysis of both the red and blue
rms combined with the aim of searching for a broad range of
pecies. In Section 2, we describe the observations and the extraction
f the spectra. Section 3 discusses our data-processing steps, the
reation of model transmission spectra for cross-correlation, the
ross-correlation process, and our injection tests. Results of a broad-
cale atomic species search are presented alongside our detection
riteria in Section 4; the results are further discussed in detail in
ection 5, including the results of our injection tests and notable
on-detections. 

 OBSERVATI ONS  A N D  DATA  R E D U C T I O N  

wo transits of WASP-121b were observed using the high-resolution
chelle spectrograph UVES, mounted on the 8.2-m ‘K ue yen’ tele-
cope (UT2) of the VLT. Observations were taken on the nights of
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016 December 25 and 2017 January 4 as part of program 098.C-
547 (PI: Gibson). The second transit was discarded due to low 

ignal-to-noise ratio (S/N) caused by a loss in guiding. The peak 
/N o v er the course of the observations can be found in Merritt et al.
 2020 ). The blue arm of this data was previously presented in Gibson
t al. ( 2020 ), and the red arm of this data was previously presented in
erritt et al. ( 2020 ): further details on the observations can be found

here. The subsequent analysis in this paper uses both arms for a total
f 64 spectral orders from 375 to 866 nm. 
Extraction proceeded almost identically to the process outlined in 
erritt et al. ( 2020 ), using the custom PYTHON pipeline outlined in

hat work. Ho we ver, bias subtraction was found to lead to spuriously
e gativ e values in low-flux areas of the spectrum in the blue arm, and
 correction from the o v erscan areas was implemented. Additionally, 
he order traces from the ESOREX pipeline were found to be slightly
ff-centre, and were corrected. Once again, the five spectral traces 
lled the extraction aperture almost completely, so no background 
ubtraction could be performed. Calculation of the Barycentric Julian 
ate BJD TDB for each observation was performed using functions 

rom the ASTROPY.TIME PYTHON package. 
Outliers were remo v ed from the spectra by a two-stage process

lightly impro v ed from the method outlined in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ).
irst, the spectra were σ clipped for values o v er 3 σ , which were
eplaced by the median value of the surrounding 100 pixels. As this
id not remo v e all outliers, a single-component principal component 
nalysis (PCA) reconstruction of the time-series spectra then was 
ubtracted from the spectra to remo v e all time- and wavelength-
ependent trends. Two iterations of σ -clipping were performed upon 
he residuals, with the values of any outliers set to zero: adding
he PCA reconstruction back to the data then replaced the clipped 
utliers with their value from the PCA reconstruction. Although a 
 σ clipping might appear aggressive, it replaced an average of only 
.07 per cent of pixels per order, and does not impact our results. 
In an additional divergence from Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), spectral

lignment was performed to correct for small shifts in the original 
av elength solution pro vided by the ESOREX pipeline. This was not

hought to be necessary in the search for TiO and VO presented in
erritt et al. ( 2020 ), as the total wavelength drift over each night was

ound to be significantly less than a resolution element ( ∼2.5 km s −1 

t R ∼ 110 000). Ho we ver, Gibson et al. ( 2020 ) found that order-
o-order drift in the blue arm was ∼3 km s −1 , probably due to
naccuracies in the wavelength solution provided by the pipeline. 
dditionally, as the goal of this work is to search for atomic species,
any of which may be present in the stellar spectrum, the need for

n accurate wavelength solution is increased in order to optimize the 
etrending methods used to remo v e the stellar spectrum from the
ata, as outlined in Section 3.1. 
The blue arm of the spectra was aligned via cross-correlation with a

HOENIX model for an F6V-type star (Husser et al. 2013 ). Though this
ould also fit for the Rossiter–McLaughlin (RM) effect, WASP-121b 

s on a near-polar orbit with a projected obliquity of 258 ◦ (Delrez
t al. 2016 ), and the RM effect is expected to have an amplitude well
elow both the change in velocity of WASP-121b during transit and 
he resolution limit of UVES (Gibson et al. 2020 ). The RM effect
s therefore expected to have a negligible effect on both alignment 
nd on species detection, with the latter confirmed via modelling by 
abot et al. ( 2020 ). 
The resultant detected velocity shifts were smoothed with a high- 

ass filter and applied to each frame (via linear interpolation) and 
rder of the blue arm data separately. In the red arm, alignment could
ot be successfully performed to the stellar spectrum due to the 
ack of lines and the contamination due to the presence of tellurics.
nstead, alignment was performed via cross-correlation to a telluric 
emplate generated from ESO’s SKYCALC tool (Noll et al. 2012 ;
ones et al. 2013 ). In the red arm, the order-to-order discrepancy in
he wavelength solution was found to be much less ( ∼1 km s −1 ), and
ue to the sporadic placement of tellurics throughout the red arm
pectra, order-specific alignment was very difficult for orders with 
ew tellurics. As a result, the wavelength corrections for each frame
ere av eraged o v er the orders and applied on a frame-by-frame basis
nly. 
We note that in the process used to correct the wavelength solution,

he spectra in the blue arm are aligned to the stellar rest frame. This
imultaneously corrects for the time-dependent barycentric velocity 
ariations and the systemic velocity of WASP-121. As the spectra 
n the red arms are aligned to the telluric rest frame they are not yet
orrected for these effects. We later realign the red arm to the stellar
est frame; ho we ver, as the tellurics dominate the systematics in
he red arm (which is also the reason why telluric features were
sed for the alignment), we first perform systematic corrections 
efore performing the realignment. This is discussed in Section 3.1. 
imultaneously with the correction of the wavelength solution, the 
pectra were also linearized in wavelength and supersampled to 2/3 
f the average pixel width for each order. Minimizing the number
f interpolations performed on the data helps preserve spectral 
nformation and reduces the introduction of noise. The results of the
xtraction were cross-checked with an independent pipeline (Gibson 
t al. 2020 ). 

 ANALYSI S  

.1 Pr e-pr ocessing 

e follow an almost identical methodology to that outlined in Merritt
t al. ( 2020 ), based on techniques often used in searches for molecular
nd atomic species in high-resolution spectra (e.g. Snellen et al. 
010 ; Brogi et al. 2012 ; Birkby et al. 2013 ; Nugroho et al. 2020a ).
n order to search for the buried exoplanetary spectral signal, we
ust first remo v e all other trends from the time series that are static

r quasi-static in time, including the stellar spectrum and telluric 
bsorption from the Earth’s atmosphere, further modulated by the 
time-varying) response of the instrument. The removal of these 
rends should, in theory, results in residuals that are composed of
urely photon noise and the Doppler-shifted, continuum-remo v ed 
lanetary signal. In practice ho we ver, the pre-processing is imperfect, 
nd neither perfectly remo v es the stellar and telluric lines, nor leaves
he atmospheric signature of the planet untouched. Here, we briefly 
ecap the data processing, and an example on a single spectral order
s shown in Fig. 1 . 

First, we place all of the spectra on a ‘common’ blaze function,
hich can vary with time. The correction is performed as in Merritt

t al. ( 2020 ) by dividing each order of time-series spectra by the
edian spectrum, smoothing the resulting residual spectra with a 
edian filter with a width of 15 pixels and a Gaussian filter with
 standard deviation of 50 pixels, and dividing through each by its
moothed residual spectra to correct the blaze variation. 

Next, all static and quasi-static trends in time – such as the
common’ blaze function, the stellar spectrum, and the telluric 
pectrum – are remo v ed from the spectral time series using the
YSREM algorithm (Tamuz, Mazeh & Zucker 2005 ), a tool in standard 
se for the detrending of high-resolution time-series data (e.g. Birkby 
t al. 2013 , 2017 ; Nugroho et al. 2020a ). One advantage SYSREM has
 v er other PCA-based detrending algorithms is its inherent treatment
f the pixel uncertainties. Unlike Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), we use the
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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Figure 1. Pre-processing and cross-correlation. Left: data processing of a single raw echelle order (top), after wavelength alignment and correction for blaze 
variation (middle), and after division by SYSREM model and weighting by uncertainties (bottom). The dashed white lines indicate the times of ingress and egress. 
The dashed black line indicates the approximate velocity shift of WASP-121b. Right: the summed cross-correlation function (CCF) time series (upper) and 
cross-correlation velocity map (lower) for the blue (top) and red (bottom) arms of the data, respectively, for the Cr I model used to retrieve the signal presented 
in Fig. 3 . The white dashed lines in the CCF time series plots represent the times of ingress and egress. The black dashed lines indicate the expected position 
of the signal ‘trace’ in the CCF time series. In the velocity maps, the black dashed cross-hairs indicate the expected position of the signal; the white dashed 
cross-hairs mark the peak of the detected signal. 
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oisson pixel uncertainties calculated from the extracted spectra,
hich resulted in more ef ficient remov al of the stellar signal than the
uter-product variance method described in that work. 
The blaze correction was found to be unstable at the bluest end

f each spectral order, an effect seen in both arms of the data. We
hus remo v e the first 900 and last 90 pixels of each order in the
lue arm (identically to Gibson et al. 2020 after accounting for 3/2
upersampling) and the first 750 pixels of the red arm (identically to

erritt et al. 2020 , likewise). This remo v es 22 per cent of the pix els
n the blue arm spectra and 12 per cent in the red arm. While this is a
ignificant chunk of the data, the edges of the orders are low in S/N,
herefore this has minimal impact on our detections. 

We run multiple passes of SYSREM to create a 2D model
epresentation for each time series. Instead of using the resulting
odel-subtracted residuals as our final product, we instead sum the

YSREM models for each pass and divide our time-series spectra by
his model before subtracting 1. This process preserves the relative
ine strengths of the planet’s transmission spectrum, without first
aving to divide through by the stellar spectrum (Gibson et al. 2020 ).
he data uncertainties are also divided through by the model. The
etrended residuals are then optimally weighted by the square of the
ixel Poisson uncertainties. 
a  

NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
In the blue arm, where stellar lines dominate, SYSREM is performed
n the rest frame of the star. In the red arm, SYSREM is performed in the
elluric rest frame, in order to optimize the removal of the dominant
elluric spectrum. Thus, after SYSREM detrending, the red arm is
hen further corrected for the systemic and barycentric velocities as
utlined in Section 2, to bring the red arm spectra into the stellar rest
rame. We note that the barycentric correction and systemic velocity
re known to much higher precision than the instrument resolution,
nd therefore the different methods used to align the spectra in the
ed and blue arms will not impact our results. 

.2 Model transmission spectra 

etecting atomic features using the cross-correlation technique
equires spectral models of each species. To create these models,
igh-temperature line lists of the species of interest are used to
enerate absorption cross-sections. These cross-sections are then
ncorporated into radiative transfer models, which generate model
ransmission spectra for cross-correlation. 

Cross-sections for neutral atomic species and their singly ionized
ounterparts numbering from atomic number 1 – hydrogen – to
tomic number 39 – yttrium – were generated following Nugroho
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Table 1. Stellar and planetary parameters for the WASP-121b system utilized 
in this paper. 

Parameter Value 

WASP-121 
M � (M �) 1 . 353 + 0 . 080 

−0 . 079 
a 

R � (R �) 1 . 458 ± 0 . 080 a 

Spectral type F6V 

a 

T eff (K) 6459 ± 140 a 

V -magnitude 10 . 44 a 

v sys (km s −1 ) 38 . 36 ± 0 . 43 b 

WASP-121b 
T 0 (BJD (TDB) ) 245 7599 . 551478 ± 0 . 000049 c 

P (d) 1 . 2749247646 ± 0 . 0000000714 c 

a / R � 3 . 86 ± 0 . 02 d 

R p / R � 0 . 1218 ± 0 . 0004 d 

i ( ◦) 89 . 1 ± 0 . 5 d 

T eq (K) > 2400 
H (km) ∼960 d 

K p (km s −1 ) ∼217 

Notes. a Adopted from Delrez et al. ( 2016 ). b Adopted from Gaia Collaboration 
( 2016 , 2018 ). c Adopted from Sing et al. ( 2019 ). d Adopted from Evans et al. 
( 2018 ). 
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t al. ( 2017 , 2020a , b ) using HELIOS-K (Grimm & Heng 2015 ) with
he Kurucz atomic line lists (Kurucz 2018 ). We used a Voigt line
rofile with thermal and natural broadening only at a resolution of
.01 cm 

−1 with an absolute line wing cut-off of 1 × 10 7 cm 

−1 , except
or H I and He I that used 3 × 10 4 and 1 × 10 5 cm 

−1 , respectively.
hese values were chosen to ensure important lines are not washed 
way. We chose to explore no further than yttrium (as beyond this
oint, solar abundances become very low) with the exception of Cs I ,
ue to its presence in late-M and L-dwarfs (e.g. Basri et al. 2000 ). 
Rather than producing a transmission spectrum for each species 

ia numerical integration over a layered atmosphere, we instead 
lect to use the analytical equation for an approximate transmission 
pectrum used in Gibson et al. ( 2020 ), adapted from the work of Heng
 Kitzmann ( 2017 ). This equation computes the ef fecti ve radius as 

( λ) = R 0 + H 

[ 

γ + ln 

( 

P 0 

mg 

√ 

2 πR 0 

H 

) ] 

+ H ln 
∑ 

j 

χj σj ( λ) . 

ere, H , g , and m are the scale height, surface gravity, and mean
olecular mass of the atmosphere, R 0 and P 0 are the reference radius

nd pressure, γ = 0.56 is a dimensionless constant, χ j is the volume 
ixing ratio of species j , and σ j is the cross-section of species j .
cattering is accounted for by including Rayleigh scattering using the 
ross-section of Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. ( 2008 ) and a grey cloud
eck simulated by simply truncating the model at a given pressure
ev el P cloud . We disre gard the important effects of H 

− scattering
Parmentier et al. 2018 ) in order to a v oid any further de generac y
ith Rayleigh scattering and the cloud deck. 
Gibson et al. ( 2020 ) found this to produce models of sufficient

ccuracy for high-resolution detections, by comparing directly with 
 full radiative transfer model, as long as the same common 
ssumptions of no pressure broadening, a well-mixed atmosphere, 
nd an isothermal atmosphere are made. The main benefit of this
nalytical equation lies in its speed, which allows us to swiftly
reate hundreds of spectra for a range of parameters. This greatly 
ncreases the efficiency of a broad species search and allows quick 
xploration of the effects of changing parameters with minimal loss 
n the accuracy of the template. 

We generated spectra for every species at three temperatures of 
000, 2500, and 3000 K based on the most recent estimates of the
emperature of WASP-121b at the limb (Mikal-Evans et al. 2019 ; 
ibson et al. 2020 ). We additionally generated models using a higher

et of temperatures (from 3500 to 9500 K, in steps of 500 K) for the
even ions for which we found signals (given in Section 4). We
ssume a Jupiter-like composition for the mean molecular mass, 
nd the scale height, which is expected to vary with temperature, 
as instead fixed at H = 960 km using a temperature of 2800 K

approximately the temperature at the top of the atmosphere as 
easured by Mikal-Evans et al. 2019 ). As we are subtracting the

ontinuum from both the data (as outlined in Section 3.1) and the
odel spectra themselves, we are not particularly sensitive to the 

cale height as a parameter: changing the scale height simply scales 
he model amplitude, which should not affect the results of the cross-
orrelation detections (although does impact the injection tests). 
he reference radius and pressure were set at 1.8 R J and 20 mbar,

espectively. A full list of system and planetary parameters used in 
his work is presented in Table 1 . 

Instead of varying the volume mixing ratio or VMR of each 
pecies, as was done in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), we choose to vary
he position of the grey cloud deck, P cloud . Four values of P cloud 

ere chosen (1 bar, 0.05 bar, 1 mbar, and 0.05 mbar). These were
ot physically moti v ated but instead selected to vary the amount
f truncation of each model, to give a good range of lines present
bo v e the continuum, for an arbitrarily chosen VMR of 10 −8 . An
xample of the 12 models created for a single species (Cr I ) is shown
n Fig. 2 . Given the degeneracy between reference pressure, radius,
nd abundance (e.g. Benneke & Seager 2012 ; Heng & Kitzmann
017 ), this approach is not sensitive to the abundances. Instead,
his forces us to consider detections entirely in the sense of line
trength present abo v e the continuum (the only parameter we can
eaningfully measure with our methodology). 
This process results in 1312 model spectra being generated: three 

emperatures and four values of P cloud for 40 neutral species and 37
ingly ionized forms, plus an additional 13 temperatures for seven of
he ionized species. Ho we ver, we then eliminate any models with no
r extremely weak lines in the wavelength ranges of the blue and red
rms of our data, reducing the number to 792 models co v ering 43
eutral and ionized species. We did not constrain our model selection
n any other way, such as by the supposed detectability of the species,
s such constraints are invariably model dependent. 

Finally, before cross-correlation, the continuum and scattering 
rofile is remo v ed from all of the model spectra, as the pre-processing
teps outlined in Section 3.1 remo v e all large-scale variation from our
ata, including from any extant exoplanetary signal. This continuum 

emoval is performed by subtracting a low-pass filter consisting of 
 1400-pixel maximum filter applied in the wavelength direction 
hat is subsequently smoothed by a Gaussian filter with a kernel
f 400 pix els, remo ving all large-scale variations in the model and
ormalizing it at zero. 

.3 Cr oss-corr elation 

s described in Section 3.1, we divide the spectra (and uncertainties)
y a SYSREM model in order to remo v e all dominant trends before
eighting the residuals by the pixel variance. We create three sets
f weighted SYSREM residuals for each arm, using 10, 15, and
0 passes of SYSREM . Currently there exists no reliable method
f determining the optimal number of SYSREM iterations beyond 
mpirically optimizing the strength of a reco v ered signal or injection.
hough this method was used in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), it is not
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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Figure 2. Examples of the model transmission spectra for Cr I in WASP-121b at three different temperatures and four different positions of the grey cloud deck 
P cloud . The log volume mixing ratio is held at 10 −8 . The blue and red regions indicate the blue and red wavelength ranges of the UVES data. 
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articularly feasible here given our search for a multitude of different
pecies, and we instead choose to test a small range. As many of the
pecies searched for are expected to exist in the stellar spectrum, this
ange encompasses a higher number of SYSREM iterations than the
ine used in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ) in order to maximize removal of
tellar residuals. 

We then cross-correlate each frame of each order with the
orresponding section of the model spectra, binned down to the
nstrumental resolution of the order. As described in Merritt et al.
 2020 ), no planetary signal is expected in the out-of-transit frames. A
asic transit model was thus generated using the equations of Mandel
 Agol ( 2002 ) (assuming no limb darkening), and this was used to
eight the time series of cross-correlation functions (CCFs). 
A peak is seen in the CCF where a match is found between the

emplate spectrum and the spectral residuals. Where such a peak
s present, it will be Doppler shifted according to the motion of
he planet around the parent star. This results in a diagonal trace in
he cross-correlation time series that follows the Doppler shift o v er
ime. This trace can often be seen with the naked eye in cases where
he signal is strong (e.g. Snellen et al. 2010 ). To enhance weaker
ignals, the cross-correlation time series is integrated over a range of
otential radial velocity curves. The radial velocity v p at each frame
f the observations is given by 

 p ( φ) = v sys + K p sin (2 πφ) , 

here v sys is the systemic velocity, K p is the radial velocity semi-
mplitude of the planet, and φ is the orbital phase of the planet at the
NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
ime of observation, where φ = 0 represents the mid-transit time. As
he spectra have already been corrected to the stellar rest frame, v sys 

s expected to be zero. The x -axis of the cross-correlation time series
an therefore be considered to represent the difference in velocity –
r ‘lag’ – from the stellar rest frame. 
The cross-correlation time-series is then integrated over a range of

otential values of K p by linearly interpolating each order to a radial
 elocity curv e generated using values for K p from 100 to 400 km s −1 

n steps of 1 km s −1 . This step size is smaller than the average single
esolution element of the original spectra ( ∼3.15 km s −1 averaged
 v er both arms). A smaller range than in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ) was
hosen in order to speed up computational time, while still remaining
arge enough to judge the o v erall noise profile of the resultant map.
or a subset of species, we extended the K p range to check for
rtefacts around K p = 0 and v sys = 0, which could arise from poorly
ubtracted systematic ef fects. Ho we ver, we found no such evidence.

Each 2D order of K p -interpolated CCFs is then summed o v er the
olumnwise time direction. These 1D sums are stacked in K p order,
reating one 2D velocity heat map for each spectral order. The y -axis
f these heat maps is K p ; the x -axis v sys represents, as before, the
elocity difference from the stellar rest frame. Examples of the CCF
ime series and the resulting velocity maps are shown for both the
ed and blue arms in the right-hand column of Fig. 1 . 

The v sys scale of the CCFs, and thus the velocity heat maps, is set
y the wavelength scale of the spectral order. Therefore, due to the
arying resolution across the spectral range, the map for each order
as a slightly different scale in v sys . The maps for the blue and red
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rms are thus linearly interpolated to a velocity scale made up of the
ean of the v sys scales for that arm and summed o v er the orders to

orm a final map for the blue and the red arm. The individual order
aps are also combined into a final red + blue map by interpolating

o the mean of all v sys scales and summing again o v er the orders,
hich have already been optimally weighted by their variance: this 

hould have the effect of strengthening extant signals by using the 
ull spectral range of our data. 

Because of our earlier removal of the continuum from the data, 
nd the subsequent use of cross-correlation, the z -axis of the velocity
eat maps is in arbitrary units. To set a detection significance we
nitially used the common method also used in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ).
n area from −50 to 50 km s −1 in v sys is masked in order to exclude

ny potential signal, and the standard deviation of the rest of the map
alculated. The full unmasked map is then divided by this standard 
eviation. 
Again similarly to Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), we also attempted ob-

aining detection significances using the more robust phase-shuffling 
ethod, as seen in Esteves et al. ( 2017 ). The time series of CCFs

s linearly interpolated to a common v sys scale and summed o v er
he orders to form a ‘master’ set of CCFs, which is then shuffled
andomly in time before regenerating the cross-correlation maps. 
his is performed 1000 times, and the standard deviation at each pixel 
f the maps found, creating a standard deviation map by which the
riginal, unshuffled map was divided. This method was only used on 
 limited subset of the maps (those in which potential detections were
ound) due to the computationally intensive nature of the method. 
lso, as in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), we found no discernible difference
sing this method beyond a slight increase in detection significance 
or most signals. Once again, we prefer to use the method that
enerates a more conserv ati ve estimate of detection significance. 
etection significance was, in all cases, set independently for the 

ed, blue, and red + blue maps. 
The fully automated cross-correlation process was performed for 

very atomic model template outlined in Section 3.2, with three 
ross-correlation maps (the blue arm, the red arm, and the combined 
ed + blue map) generated and plotted for each model. The automated
ignal detection looked for the strongest peak within a range of 10
m s −1 in v sys and 20 km s −1 in K p from the ‘expected’ signal position
f 217 km s −1 (from parameters in Delrez et al. 2016 ) and 0 km s −1 

i.e. the stellar rest frame). Peaks in the maps of o v er 3 σ in this range
ere highlighted for further inspection, although in practice every 

ross-correlation map was investigated by eye for potential signals. 
ncertainties were estimated for the measurements of v sys and K p 

y taking the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the signal 
n the rele v ant axis on the map and converting this to a standard
eviation. This in effect assumes that the cross-correlation signal is 
roportional to the likelihood function, and that the uncertainties are 
ncorrelated with other parameters. A more detailed treatment of the 
ncertainties in the velocity constraints will be left to future work. 

.4 Injection tests 

n order to test our sensitivity to the species we are searching for, and
o judge the reliability of any potential signals, we also performed 
njection tests for every model used in the signal retrie v al process.
very model was convolved with the instrumental resolution using 
 top-hat function and Doppler shifted to conform to a K p curve of
217 km s −1 . This value is the ne gativ e of the expected K p , and
as selected as it leads to a reversed but otherwise identical velocity

urve to the expected signal, thus ensuring maximum similarity to 
 real signal while also ensuring that the injection is not artificially
oosted by an extant signal. We also take into account the fact that the
ed arm spectra are not corrected to the stellar rest frame until after
YSREM detrending by introducing a ‘decorrection’ for barycentric 
nd systemic velocity into the red-arm injected models. The Doppler- 
hifted models are then multiplied into the original extracted spectra 
efore the pre-processing steps outlined in Section 3.1, after which 
he cross-correlation process continues almost identically. Ho we ver, 
njection tests were performed with 15 passes of SYSREM e xclusiv ely,
ue to the computationally intensive nature of the process. 
We also performed additional injection tests for all ionized species 

hat showed signals in detection. The models generated in Section 3.2
ssume hydrostatic equilibrium, but from Sing et al. ( 2019 ) we are
ware that WASP-121b is likely to have an escaping exosphere 
ontaining ionized species, resulting in much deeper spectral features 
han would be expected from our simple model. These injection tests
sed models generated in an identical manner to those described in
ection 3.2 for the higher temperature range of 3500–9500 K. These
odels were then scaled so that their features matched the rough

eight of ∼0.25–0.3 R p / R � reported for Fe II and Mg II in Sing et al.
 2019 ). For similar reasons, we also scaled the H I models so that the
 α line matched the height of ∼0.2 R p / R � reported by Cabot et al.

 2020 ). 

 RESULTS  

.1 Detection criteria 

he cross-correlation process resulted in a signal presents within the 
etection range for 17 different species, with a huge range in detection 
trength, signal position, and level of noise/additional structure in 
he cross-correlation map. Additionally, a further three signals were 
ound outside of our detection range that are none the less of interest.

Simply applying a detection significance cut-off of 4 σ , similarly 
o Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), was found to be insufficient as a means of
udging the reliability of the potential signals. F or e xample, some
therwise-dubious signals were found to be stronger than 4 σ , while
ome more likely signals fell just below. In addition, the methods
sed to generate the detection significances are, though common in 
he literature, rather simplistic, and rely on an assumption of Gaussian 
hite-noise statistics that largely ignores the presence of structure 

n the map. In reality, the statistics of these cross-correlation maps
re poorly understood, and the detection significance can be changed 
y as much as 0.5 σ by simply changing the area used to calculate
he standard deviation, or by increasing/decreasing the number of 
hase-shuf fling iterations. Ne w techniques are being pursued and 
ave produced encouraging results (Brogi & Line 2019 ; Fisher et al.
020 ; Gibson et al. 2020 ; Nugroho et al. 2020b ), but due to their
omputationally intensive nature, these methods were not attempted 
ere for our large range of species. 
As a result, we categorize our prospective detections using a more

 xtensiv e set of diagnostic criteria. The intention of these criteria
s primarily to rule out or weaken confidence in signals that may
nitially seem strong but are problematic in other areas. Signals must
ulfil the majority of these criteria to be considered as detections.
he initial set of 17 species was selected via examination by eye
f all of the resulting cross-correlation maps. We then judged them
onsidering the following criteria. 

(i) Detection strength at or above 3.5 σ . Though it has been
hown (e.g. by Cabot et al. 2019 ) that noise fluctuations in the
ross-correlation map can reach the 4 σ level, we use a slightly less
onserv ati ve v alue to a v oid missing potentially interesting signals.
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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Figure 3. Results from cross-correlation for Fe I , Ca II , Cr I , V I , Ca I , and H I . Top: the summed cross-correlation functions (CCFs) for the blue and red arms. 
The dashed white lines indicate ingress and egress. The dashed black line indicates the expected position of the signal trace. Middle: the velocity map. The 
black dashed cross-hairs indicate the expected position of the signal, while the white cross-hairs centre on the peak of the detected signal. Bottom: a slice of the 
velocity map at the value of K p for which the signal was located. The purple line is from the velocity map presented: the dotted grey line shows the signal from 

the injection test of the same model, adjusted to have the same v sys offset as the detected signal. The smoother CCFs and map seen for H I are the result of the 
template spectrum being dominated by a few broad lines. The results for Ca II are presented in further detail in Fig. 4 . 
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ny signals found below this cut-off were generally disregarded,
ith three potentially interesting exceptions. 
(ii) Position of the signal . Gibson et al. ( 2020 ) reco v ered a strong

e I signal at a v sys offset of ∼5 km s −1 and a K p of ∼190 km s −1 . We
nd the Fe I signal at K p = 200 ± 41.1 km s −1 , v sys = −7.3 ± 5.8
m s −1 (see Fig. 3 ). The ne gativ e v sys offset is also consistent with
hose observed by Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ), Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ),
ourrier et al. ( 2020a ), and Cabot et al. ( 2020 ) and is thus thought

o be reliable. We thus judge any signal that lies within 3 km s −1 in
 sys and 20 km s −1 of K p of the Fe I signal presented in Gibson et al.
 2020 ) to lie at the ‘expected’ position. 

(iii) Whether the signal is detected in our injection tests . If a
pecies is found as both a standard detection in the data and in
njection, this increases confidence in the detection. Conversely, if
o signal is found in injection for a species that presents a detected
NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
ignal, we might assume that we do not in fact have the sensitivity
o detect the species in question. Also, as we inject the signals at a
elocity far from the prospective exoplanetary signal, this criterion
ccounts for cases where a model with very few lines ‘aliases’ similar
ines found in other extant species, potentially leading to a spurious
etection (see Co I , Section 4.3.8). 
(iv) The presence of structure in the maps . This was assessed by

 visual inspection to determine whether any peaks of similar size to
he signal existed within the cross-correlation map. 

(v) Whether the species has been detected before, whether in
ther analyses of WASP-121b (e.g. Ben-Yami et al. 2020 ; Cabot et al.
020 ; Hoeijmakers et al. 2020b ), or in other UHJs such as KELT-9b
Hoeijmakers et al. 2018 , 2019 ) or KELT-20b (e.g. Casasayas-Barris
t al. 2019 ; Nugroho et al. 2020a ). Though we elect to remain as
odel agnostic as possible, and thus assign no detectability criteria

art/stab1878_f3.eps
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Table 2. Parameters for detected signals presented in this work, in order of o v erall confidence. Here σ , K p , 
and v sys are the signal detection significance and velocity location from the combined red + blue maps (apart 
from Ti I , for which the blue arm results are presented). Uncertainties for these quantities were estimated from 

the FWHM of the signal, converted to a standard deviation. T and P cloud are the temperature and cloud deck 
pressure level parameters of the model for which the strongest signal was retrieved for the species in question 
(shown in Fig. 7 ). The SYSREM iterations column provides the number of iterations that resulted in the strongest 
signal for the species. 

Species σ K p (km s −1 ) v sys (km s −1 ) T (K) P cloud (bar) SYSREM iterations 

Fe I 8.8 200 ± 41.1 − 7.3 ± 5.8 3000 0.05 10 
Ca II 6.4 235 ± 54.4 − 7.3 ± 11 4500 1 10 
Cr I 5.0 198 ± 75.6 − 5.5 ± 4.6 2000 1 10 
V I 4.4 226 ± 44.2 − 5.5 ± 7.0 2000 5 × 10 −5 10 
Ca I 4.2 199 ± 24.6 − 5.5 ± 3.5 3000 5 × 10 −5 10 
H I 5.7 236 ± 82.4 − 4.6 ± 12 7000 1 15 
K I 4.4 198 ± 21.2 − 6.4 ± 2.7 3000 5 × 10 −5 20 
Sc II 4.2 212 ± 26.3 5.5 ± 5.8 2000 5 × 10 −5 20 
Mn I 4.0 217 ± 28.0 − 4.6 ± 3.9 2000 0.05 10 
Co II 3.8 218 ± 15.7 − 7.3 ± 1.9 3000 1 15 
Ni I 3.7 221 ± 9.3 − 11 ± 1.6 2500 0.05 20 
Co I 3.6 198 ± 29.3 − 13 ± 3.5 2000 0.05 10 
Cu I 4.6 203 ± 11.0 − 11 ± 2.3 3000 5 × 10 −5 10 
Sr I 4.0 203 ± 18.7 0.9 ± 1.9 2500 0.001 20 
V II 3.7 210 ± 8.1 − 11 ± 1.6 2000 1 20 
Ti I a 3.6 234 ± 27.2 − 5.1 ± 1.7 2000 5 × 10 −5 10 
Sr II 3.6 201 ± 18.7 − 0.9 ± 8.5 5000 5 × 10 −5 10 
Ti II 3.4 204 ± 17.0 − 14 ± 3.5 7000 0.05 10 
Fe II 3.2 217 ± 9.8 − 9.2 ± 1.9 3000 1 10 
Mg I 2.9 198 ± 14.0 − 7.3 ± 2.7 3000 1 15 

Note. a Blue arm only. 
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ased upon whether a species is expected in WASP-121b via models, 
he actual previous detection of a species in WASP-121b or indeed 
n other UHJs lends credibility to a previous detection. 

.2 Results of cr oss-corr elation and injection tests 

 list of the 20 signals of interest and their parameters, sorted by
he criteria fulfilled, is presented in Table 2 . The detection criteria
ulfilled for each species are elaborated in Table 3 . 

The cross-correlation maps and slices through the maps at the 
ele v ant K p , with comparison to the injection tests, are found in
igs 3 –6 . In each case, we have chosen the result from model
ith the temperature and P cloud that provides the largest detection 

ignificance: these models can be found in Fig. 7 . Similarly, we
resent the results from the number of SYSREM iterations that 
aximize the signal strength: ho we ver, we note that all signals are

etrie v able at 10 iterations. We reiterate here that the temperature
nd P cloud parameters are largely degenerate with other parameters; in 
ach case, the ‘best’ model is simply the one that provides the closest
atch to the exoplanetary signal out of those tested in terms of line

trength abo v e the continuum. The detection significances presented 
re those found using the more simplistic method of dividing the 
ap by the standard deviation outside of the signal area. Phase 

huffling (as described in Section 3.3) was found to vary the detection
ignificance very slightly but otherwise produced very similar results, 
o we have reverted to the simpler, less computationally intensive 
ethod here. 
Only the eight signals found to fulfil four or five of our detection

riteria are classed in this work as detections. The strongest and most
eliable signals are of Fe I , Cr I , V I , Ca I , and Ca II , fulfilling five out
f five of the detection criteria; we classify these as strong detections.
elatively interesting signals were also found of H I , K I , and Sc II ,
ulfilling four criteria each, and are classified in this work as weak
etections. 
Tentative signals were also found of Mn I , Co II , Ni I , and Co I : these

ignals were less reliable, fulfilling three of the detection criteria. 
eaker hints were found of Cu I , Sr I , V II , Ti I , and Sr II . These

atisfied only 1–2 of our detection criteria. We do not claim any
f these weaker signals as possible detections, and present them 

nly to provide interesting avenues of exploration for future work 
r as some small additional evidence for already-disco v ered species.
inally, three species show signals below the detection threshold of 
.5 σ : Fe II , Mg I , and Ti II . We class these as technically insignificant
ut worthy of further discussion. Further discussion of each of these
ignals in depth is presented in the following section. 

.3 Individual species results 

iven the large number of interesting signals, in the following 
ection we discuss the eight signals classed as either strong or weak
etections individually, with reference to the cross-correlation maps 
hown in Figs 3 –5 . The weak signals are discussed as a whole in
ection 4.3.8 and are shown in Figs 5 and 6 . 

.3.1 Fe I 

s expected from previous work, we detect the Fe I signal strongly
t 8.8 σ , within range of the expected location ( K p = 200 ± 41.1
m s −1 , v sys = −7.3 ± 5.8 km s −1 ), in the combined blue + red map.
his independent confirmation of our previous detection using both 
rms of the data fulfils all five of our detection criteria and serves
s a benchmark test for our analysis, as the detection was previously
ell characterized by Gibson et al. ( 2020 ) using the blue arm of

his data set and confirmed by Cabot et al. ( 2020 ), Bourrier et al.
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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Table 3. Detected signals and the detection criteria they fulfil from Section 4.1. References for WASP-121b: [1] Gibson et al. 
( 2020 ); [2] Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ); [3] Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ); [4] Cabot et al. ( 2020 ); [5] Bourrier et al. ( 2020a ); [6] Borsa 
et al. ( 2021 ); and [7] Sing et al. ( 2019 ). References for other hot Jupiters: [A] Nugroho et al. ( 2020b ); [B] Ehrenreich et al. ( 2020 ); 
[C] Stangret et al. ( 2020 ); [D] Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2018 ); [E] Nugroho et al. ( 2020a ); [F] Casasayas-Barris et al. ( 2019 ); [G] Turner 
et al. ( 2020 ); [H] Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2019 ); [I] Astudillo-Defru & Rojo ( 2013 ); [J] Sing et al. ( 2011 ); [K] Col ́on et al. ( 2012 ); [L] 
Sedaghati et al. ( 2016 ); and [M] Vidal-Madjar et al. ( 2013 ). Citations for species found in other hot Jupiters are non-e xhaustiv e. 

Species 
Significance 

> 3.5 σ
Expected 
position 

Present in 
injection 

Minimal noise in 
map 

Detected in 
WASP-121b? 

Detected in 
other HJ? 

Strength of 
signal 

Fe I � � � � [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] [A, B, C, D] Strong 
Ca II � � � � [6] [E, F, G] Strong 
Cr I � � � � [2, 3, 6] [H] Strong 
V I � � � � [2, 3, 6] – Strong 
Ca I � � � � [3] [I] Strong 
H I � � × � [4, 6] [F, G] Tentative 
K I � � × � [6] [J, K, L] Tentative 
Sc II � × � � – [H] Tentative 
Mn I � � � × – – Weak 
Co II � � � × – – Weak 
Ni I � × � × [3] – Weak 
Co I � × � × – [H] Weak 
Cu I � × × � – – Very weak 
Sr I � × � × – – Very weak 
V II � × � × – – Very weak 
Ti I ×a � � × – – Very weak 
Sr II � × × × – [H] Very weak 
Ti II × × � × – [D, H] Insignificant 
Fe II × × � × [2, 6, 7] [C, D, F, H] Insignificant 
Mg I × � × × [3, 6] [H, M] Insignificant 

Note. a Significance > 3.5 in blue arm only. 
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 2020a ), Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ), and Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) in
he HARPS data set. Our detection is consistent with these works.
lthough we detect the Fe I signal at a larger ne gativ e v sys offset

han the values reported in the aforementioned works, we note that
VES is less stable in wavelength than HARPS, and less sensitive,
ith an average resolution element of ∼3.15 km s −1 . In addition, this

nalysis was performed with an independent reduction and analysis
ipeline. 

.3.2 Ca II 

e retrieve a strong ( ∼6.3 σ ) signal for Ca II in the expected location
 K p = 236 ± 54.4 km s −1 , v sys = −7.3 ± 11 km s −1 ). As shown in
ig. 4 , we do not detect a significant signal in the blue arm of our data,
hich contains the strong Ca II H&K lines. We also did not detect a

ignal in the blue arm for any of our original Ca II injection tests. We
heorize that this is due to the presence of extremely broad H&K lines
n the stellar spectrum. Our data will have low S/N in the vicinity
f these broad stellar lines, especially after optimal weighting. A
imilar effect was observed by Seidel et al. ( 2020 ) for sodium in the
igh-resolution transmission spectrum of the bloated super-Neptune
ASP-166b. The majority of our detected signal comes instead from

he strong triplet at the redward end of our red arm data. 
Though Ca II was not found in our original injection tests using
odels limited by the assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, it

s reco v ered easily when we scale the injected models to account
or a higher temperature and escaping atmosphere, as described in
ection 3.4. We also reco v er stronger signals at higher temperatures,
ith our strongest signal found using a model generated at 4500 K.
e thus surmise, with reference to Sing et al. ( 2019 ) and Borsa

t al. ( 2021 ), that Ca II exists mainly in the hot extended exosphere
f WASP-121b. This is discussed further in Section 5. Ca II has
NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
reviously been detected in the atmosphere of the UHJ KEL T -
0b/MASCARA-2b by Casasayas-Barris et al. ( 2019 ) and Nugroho
t al. ( 2020a ), where it is also theorized to be part of an escaping
tmosphere. 

.3.3 Cr I and V I 

e confirm the detection of Cr I by Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ), Hoeij-
akers et al. ( 2020b ), and Borsa et al. ( 2021 ), reco v ering the signal

t 5.0 σ at a position consistent with these works ( K p = 198 + 76
m s −1 , v sys = −5.5 ± 4.6 km s −1 ) and fulfilling all five of our
etection criteria. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the signals are found
n slightly different velocity locations in the blue and red arms. We
iscuss the variation in offsets in v sys further in Section 5. 
We also confirm the detections of V I (Ben-Yami et al. 2020 ;

oeijmakers et al. 2020b ; Borsa et al. 2021 ), reco v ering the signal
t 4.4 σ within range of the expected location ( K p = 226 ± 44.2
m s −1 , v sys = −5.5 ± 7.0 km s −1 ) and fulfilling all five of our
etection criteria. 

.3.4 Ca I 

e retrieve a Ca I signal of 4.2 σ close to the expected position, at
 p = 199 ± 24.6 km s −1 and v sys = −5.5 ± 3.5 km s −1 . There is
 small amount of structure in the cross-correlation map that, upon
nspection of the maps from the individual arms, seems to result
rom an imperfect removal of the stellar Ca I signal in the red arm.
his imperfect removal may be due to the fact that our red arm
ata are detrended using SYSREM in the rest frame of the Earth,
n order to optimize the removal of the telluric spectrum, which is
sually far more dominant within this wavelength range. Because
f this structure in the cross-correlation map, this detection fulfils
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Figure 4. Results from cross-correlation for Ca II . Left: cross-correlation velocity maps for the blue arm (top) and the red arm (bottom), showing lack of signal 
in the blue arm. Right: as results presented in Fig. 3 . The red and blue dotted lines in the bottom right-hand plot represent slices through the red and blue maps 
at the detected K p . The grey dashed line represents the injected signal for the same model with the line strength boosted to ∼0.25–0.3 R p / R � and adjusted to 
have the same v sys offset as the detected signal. 
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nly four of our five detection criteria. Ho we ver, Ca I was detected in
he HARPS data sets by Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ), giving further
onfidence in its detection in the UVES data set. 

.3.5 H I 

e retrieve a strong but exceptionally diffuse signal for H I at 5.7 σ ,
t the expected location of K p = 236 ± 82.4 km s −1 and v sys =
4.6 ± 12 km s −1 . The diffuse nature of the signal can be attributed

o the broad nature of the Balmer lines in both our model and in the
ignal present within the data. The high temperature at which we 
etect our strongest signal (7000 K) would support this hypothesis, 
s H I is presumably, like Ca II , present in the extended atmosphere.
his broadening may also explain why the H I signal is not present in
ur injection tests, even when the H α line is scaled upwards to match
he height of the feature found by Cabot et al. ( 2020 ) in WASP-121b
sing differential transit analysis. 

.3.6 K I 

he K I signal is reco v ered at 4.4 σ and is found in the expected
osition, at K p = 198 ± 21.2 km s −1 and v sys = −6.42.7 km s −1 ;
o we ver, it is only present in injection tests at higher values of P cloud 

han the model we found to produce the strongest signal. Potassium
s thought to be a commonly detectable component of hot Jupiter
tmospheres (F ortne y et al. 2010 , see also detections by e.g. Sing
t al. 2011 ; Col ́on et al. 2012 ; Sedaghati et al. 2016 ), but it is expected
o be largely ionized at the temperatures probed at the limb of WASP-
21b. Ho we ver, K was also detected in the analysis of ESPRESSO
ata of WASP-121b presented by Borsa et al. ( 2021 ): our detection
n the UVES data thus adds additional confidence to its presence. It
s possible that differential transit analysis focused on strong K lines
ould further confirm this detection (see Gibson et al. 2019 , for an
xample with UVES). This method could additionally explore other 
pecies with few, strong lines in the wavelength region; previous 
etections made with this method in WASP-121b include Cabot 
t al. ( 2020 )’s detection of both the Na I doublet and an extended H α

eature attributed to atmospheric escape. 

.3.7 Sc II 

e retrieve a Sc II signal at 4.2 σ . The signal seems to be fairly clear
nd well defined within the cross-correlation maps, with a small 
mount of structure, and at 212 ± 26.3 km s −1 is well placed in K p , but
he position of the signal in systemic velocity is extremely unusual:
he offset in v sys is positive, at 5.5 ± 5.8 km s −1 . Sc II has so far been
isco v ered only in KEL T -9b (Hoeijmakers et al. 2019 ), suggesting
hat if this signal is physical, we are probing a high-temperature
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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Figure 5. As Fig. 3 , but for K I , Sc II , Mn I , Co II , Ni I , and Co I . Note that the summed cross-correlation functions (CCFs) have been omitted from this figure 
due to the lack of visible trace. 

Figure 6. As Fig. 5 , but for Cu I , Sr I , V II , Ti I , Sr II , Ti II , Fe II , and V II . Note that for Ti I , the velocity map presented is from the blue arm only, as the signal 
did not appear in the combined blue + red velocity map. 
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Figure 7. The model transmission spectra used to reco v er the 20 signals presented in this work. The left-hand column shows the wavelength range of the blue 
arm of our data. The right-hand column shows the range of the red arm. Parameters of these models can be found in Table 2 . All ion models are shown before 
the scaling described in Section 3.4. 
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egion, perhaps in the exosphere (similarly to Ca II , Section 4.3.2).
his could also partially explain the very dif ferent v sys . Ho we ver,
nlike Ca II , we do not retrieve the signal at a higher significance
sing higher temperature models. Because of this, and due to the 
nusual location of the signal, we encourage further investigation. 
.3.8 Other signals 

hile we classify none of the following as detections, we also find
eak signals for Mn I , Co II , Ni I , and Co I ; very weak signals for
f Cu I , Sr I , V II , Ti I , and Sr II ; and technically insignificant but
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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Figure 8. Results from injection tests for notable species, showing σ versus P cloud for every model injected. The red dotted line indicates σ = 3.5, in accordance 
with the detection criteria in Section 4.1. 
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nteresting signals of Fe II , Mg I , and Ti II . Further details of these
eaker signals can be found in Table 2 and Figs 5 and 6 . 
We find a signal for Mn I at 4.0 σ and at the expected location.

hough the signal appears quite clear, there is, ho we ver, a lot of struc-
ure in the map: the signal seems to have a ‘trail’ pointing downwards
n K p , and there is an additional peak found at K p = ∼ 375 km s −1 .
dditionally, the model for which we present the highest detection

ignificance for Mn I does not result in a detectable signal when in-
ected, although Mn I was found to be detectable in injection at higher
emperatures/lo wer v alues for P cloud (see Fig. 8 ). For these reasons,
e do not claim it as a detection. To date, Mn I has not been confirmed

n an exoplanet atmosphere. Ho we ver, it was theorized by Lothringer
NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
t al. ( 2020 ) to be one of many species contributing to the increased
ransit depth at short wavelengths seen in low-resolution transmission
pectra of UHJs, including WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2018 ). 

A faint Co II signal is detected at 3.8 σ , close to the expected
ocation. A Co II signal is also seen faintly in injection. Ho we ver,
he presence of structure in the map at a similar significance level
reatly reduces our confidence in this signal, and Co II has not yet
een detected in an exoplanet atmosphere. 

Mg I and Ni I have been previously detected by Hoeijmakers et al.
 2020b ) in WASP-121b, with Mg I also being detected by Borsa et al.
 2021 ). We do not reco v er either signal strongly. The Ni I signal is
etected at 3.7 σ , with a large ne gativ e v sys offset and much structure
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n the CCF map. We detect only a very weak potential Mg I signal,
t 2.9 σ . Our comparatively weaker signals for these species may 
e due to the higher resolution of HARPS and ESPRESSO at blue
avelengths and the wavelength coverage gap in our data between 

he red and blue arms. This gap, which is co v ered by the HARPS
nd ESPRESSO transits explored by Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) and
orsa et al. ( 2021 ), contains a strong Mg I triplet at ∼5200 Å. We

urmise that our lack of co v erage of this triplet is responsible for the
aintness of our Mg I signal. Though other strong Mg I lines exist at
he very blueward end of the blue arm of our data, this region of our
pectra is low in S/N and is downweighted heavily in our analysis. 

We retrieve a faint Co I signal at 3.6 σ . Ho we ver, while its location
n K p is within the expected range, the signal position is at a much
reater ne gativ e offset in v sys , at −12.3 ± 3.5 km s −1 . A similarly
arge ne gativ e of fset is found in se veral other potential signals,
uch as Ni I , and is discussed further in Section 5. The presence
f similarly sized structure in the map also reduces our confidence in
his signal. Evidence of Co I has previously been found in KEL T -9b
y Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2019 ); Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) searched
or Co I in WASP-121b, but did not detect a signal. 

The signal we reco v er for Cu I is surprisingly high in significance
4.6 σ ), and presents a cross-correlation map largely free of similarly
caled structure. While the v sys offset, at −11 ± 2.3 km s −1 , is
nomalous, it is no more so than several other signals retrieved by
ur methodology. Ho we v er, e xamination of the model (found in
ig. 7 ) shows that there are few lines present in the model o v er the
avelength range of our data. The signal appears to originate from

ust four lines in the red arm, none of which are particularly strong.
dditionally, this species is not well retrieved in our injection tests,

specially not at the temperature and cloud-deck level used to reco v er
he original signal. It is possible that these four lines are ‘aliasing’
ines found in other extant species, producing a false positive. If
his signal is spurious, as we suspect, then it justifies our use of a

ore elaborate set of detection criteria than simply the detection 
ignificance in σ to judge the reliability of our detections. 

Both Sr I and Sr II show faint signals, at 4.0 σ and 3.6 σ , respectively.
r II was previously tenuously detected by Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2019 )

n KEL T -9b; similarly to their work, we also find a lot of positive
tructure in our cross-correlation map, casting doubt upon the 
eracity of the signals. We also reco v er a V II signal at 3.7 σ , which
f physical would indicate that enough of the V I is being ionized to
e detectable in transmission. 
We also find a faint 3.2 σ signal for Fe II , but at a large ne gativ e

 sys offset. Sing et al. ( 2019 ) found strong evidence of escaping Fe II
n their near -ultra violet (NUV) observations of WASP-121b, and an 
e II signal was reco v ered by both Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ) and Borsa
t al. ( 2021 ). Ho we ver, pre vious work on the blue arm of the data
et presented here by Gibson et al. ( 2020 ) did not retrieve a Fe II
ignal, and Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) could not repeat Ben-Yami
t al. ( 2020 )’s detection in the HARPS spectra. It is possible that
ariations in methodology are responsible for the elusive nature of 
his signal, or perhaps even some intrinsic variation in the signal itself
aused by atmospheric dynamics. Alternatively, it is also possible that 
he putative Fe II signal found in cross-correlation here is simply an
nfortunately located noise peak, and our analysis is not sensitive 
o this species. It was suggested by Gibson et al. ( 2020 ) that the
e II lines may be significantly broadened due to the larger velocity
ange within the escaping exosphere, leading to their removal during 
re-processing and a resulting non-detection at high resolution. Fe II 
s readily detected in our injection tests at ∼12 σ when the injected
odel is scaled so the features match those found in Sing et al. ( 2019 )

see Section 3.4), suggesting that the low number of spectral lines in
he model is not necessarily responsible for previous non-detections. 
 simple test in which we broadened the injected spectral lines with
 Gaussian kernel did, ho we ver, reduce the strength of the reco v ered
njected signal by as much as ∼5 σ

Finally, we detect some small hints of both Ti I and T i II . T i I is
een only in the blue arm of the data at 3.6 σ , close to the expected
osition. We attribute its lack of presence in the red + blue combined
ap to destructive addition with a ne gativ e noise peak seen in the

ed map. Ti II is seen in the combined red + blue map at 3.4 σ . Both
aps contain similarly scaled structure, especially Ti II , which shows

everal peaks in the vicinity. Ti I was searched for – but not found – in
he HARPS data set by both Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ) and Hoeijmakers
t al. ( 2020b ). Borsa et al. ( 2021 ) searched for both Ti I and Ti II with
o result. We discuss the implications of this further in Section 5. 

.4 Injection tests and non-detections 

f the 43 species we searched for in WASP-121b, we detect no sign
f the remaining 23. Notably, our injection tests show that several
pecies we did not detect in our broad species search are nevertheless
heoretically detectable using our methodology for given values of 
 and P cloud : Y I , Y II , Rb I , Sc I , and Cr II . Additionally, though the
pecific models used to retrieve the K I , Cu I , and Mn I signals do
ot present a signal in injection tests, these species are none the less
etectable at higher values of T or lower values of P cloud . We present
he results from these injection tests in Fig. 8 . 

Unlike in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), we do not choose to set detection
imits upon these species based upon the results of the injection tests,
s here we chose to vary the position of the grey cloud deck P cloud 

ather than VMR. As discussed in Merritt et al. ( 2020 ), even had we
aried VMR, any detection limits we set on abundances would be
xtremely contingent on the correct positioning of the cloud deck 
ue to the unbreakable degeneracies present using our simplified 
tmospheric model. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

ur methodology resulted in fiv e detections, three tentativ e detec-
ions, and weak signs of a further nine different atomic species
n the atmosphere of WASP-121b using a single UVES transit, 
tandard cross-correlation methodology and model transmission 
pectra generated using a simple analytical approximation. Though 
e emphasize that only eight of these signals were strong enough to
e classified as potential detections, our success nevertheless shows 
he ef fecti veness of high-resolution broad species searches in UHJs.

e provide an independent confirmation of many of the species 
etected in the HARPS data set explored by Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 )
nd Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) and the ESPRESSO data set explored
n Borsa et al. ( 2021 ). We also add a no v el (if tentativ e) detection of
c II . 
The presence alone of various species provides information on 

tmospheric conditions at the limb of WASP-121b. The existence 
f transition metals such as Fe, V, and Cr in UHJ atmospheres was
redicted by theoretical work using stellar models by Lothringer 
t al. ( 2018 , 2020 ) and Lothringer & Barman ( 2019 ), who posited
hat the strong optical opacity of these species would be sufficient
o drive the thermal inversion observed in emission (Evans et al.
017 ; Mikal-Evans et al. 2019 ). It has also been posited (e.g. by
othringer et al. 2020 ) that a forest of transition metal lines could
e responsible for the strong opacity seen at wavelengths < 3000 Å
n transmission spectra of WASP-121b (Evans et al. 2018 ), WASP-
6b (Fu et al. 2020 ), and WASP-12b (Fossati et al. 2010 ; Haswell
MNRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
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t al. 2012 ; Sing et al. 2013 ). Because of the dense region of
 v erlapping lines the y create, these species are extremely difficult
o isolate at low resolution, highlighting the importance of high-
esolution observations for confirming the presence of such species.
dditionally, the presence of any atomic species indicates that

t is not substantially condensed out at the limb of WASP-121b,
ndicating that substantial regions of the limb of WASP-121b probed
y our analysis are > 2000 K: below this temperature, we expect
tomic species to largely have condensed out of the atmosphere
Hoeijmakers et al. 2020b ). 

Our strong detection of Ca II , tentative detection of H I , and weaker
ignals for ions such as Sc II , Co II , Sc II , Sr II , Ti II , and V II indicate
hat our analysis is probing much higher temperatures than might
e expected from previous studies of the limb of WASP-121b (e.g.
vans et al. 2018 ; Gibson et al. 2020 ). Signs of Sc II and Sr II have
reviously only been detected in the extremely hot Jupiter KEL T -
b ( > 4000 K; Hoeijmakers et al. 2018 , 2019 ). We therefore infer
hat these detections arise from the existence of a hot escaping
tmosphere, as detected by Sing et al. ( 2019 ). This hypothesis is
trengthened by the diffuse nature of our reco v ered Ca II and H I

ignals, suggesting the presence of broadened spectral lines in the
ransmission spectrum, and by the fact that despite the strength of
ur detection, Ca II is only detected in injection tests when we ‘boost’
he size of the spectral features in our models to ∼0.25–0.3 R p / R � ,
imilar to those found by Sing et al. ( 2019 ) for Fe II and Mg II . 

Our analysis also disco v ered hints of Ti I and Ti II , neither of which
ere found in the HARPS data set by Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ) and
oeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ). Though we emphasize that we have found
nly the slightest trace of a signal for both species, their potential
resence is intriguing. As mentioned, WASP-121b is known to host
 temperature inversion due to the detection of water features in
mission (Evans et al. 2017 ; Mikal-Evans et al. 2019 , 2020 ), but so
ar no work to date has found convincing evidence of TiO, one of
he molecules thought to be responsible for driving temperature in
ersions in the hottest of hot Jupiters (Hubeny, Burrows & Sudarsky
003 ; F ortne y et al. 2008 ). Indeed, an explicit search for TiO in the red
rm of this data by Merritt et al. ( 2020 ) using a similar methodology
o that presented here found nothing. It has been suggested that
erhaps absorption by atomic metals, most notably Fe I , may be
esponsible for the atmospheric heating driving the temperature
nversion (Lothringer et al. 2018 ; Gibson et al. 2020 ), and that the lack
f Ti and TiO in the atmosphere is due to a ‘cold-trap’ mechanism:
he lower condensation temperature of TiO is causing it to condense
ut and become trapped in condensate form in cooler areas of the
tmosphere (Lodders 2002 ; Hubeny et al. 2003 ; Spie gel, Silv erio &
urro ws 2009 ; Parmentier, Sho wman & Lian 2013 ; Parmentier et al.
016 ; Beatty et al. 2017 ). In this scenario, Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b )
osit that Ti would also be depleted, as chemical equilibrium would
espond to the depletion of TiO by driving more and more atomic Ti
nto its oxide phase, causing further condensation until all Ti-bearing
pecies are condensed out of their gas phase. A detection of Ti I and
i II would seem to contradict this explanation, and render the lack of
iO e ven more mysterious. Ho we ver, we emphasize that our signals
re weak, and hope for further exploration with larger data sets
onsisting of more transits, perhaps at higher resolution, in order to
onfirm or rule out the presence of neutral or ionized atomic titanium.

We see a large amount of variance in the position of our signals,
n both v sys and K p . The variation in K p is to some e xtent e xpected.
n addition to the approximate ±15 km s −1 uncertainty on the ‘true’
alue of K p (calculated from parameters presented in Delrez et al.
016 ), only a small portion of the planetary orbit is sampled during
 transit, resulting in a large spread in K p (Brogi et al. 2018 ). Similar
NRAS 506, 3853–3871 (2021) 
ariation is seen in Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) and Ben-Yami et al.
 2020 ), with Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ) seeing variance of ∼50 km s −1 

n K p . 
The potential sources of variation in v sys are more complex.

he slightly differing signal location between red and blue arms
een in Fig. 1 is a fairly common feature of the detected signals
resented in this work. If physical, it may signify that we are probing
ifferent atmospheric regimes with the two different wavelength
anges. Ho we ver, gi ven the kno wn instability of UVES in wavelength
hen compared with more stable instruments like HARPS, and the
ifferent methods used to correct the wavelength solution for the
lue and red arms outlined in Section 2, we suspect that this interarm
ariation in v sys is due to differences in alignment and wavelength
olution accuracy between the blue and red arms. 

We also see large shifts in v sys in the combined red + blue maps for
 large number of the signals we reco v er. As previously mentioned,
e I has been consistently reco v ered with a blueshifted v sys offset
f −3 to −5 km s −1 (Ben-Yami et al. 2020 ; Bourrier et al. 2020a ;
abot et al. 2020 ; Gibson et al. 2020 ; Hoeijmakers et al. 2020b ),
hich has been attributed to the presence of atmospheric dynamics:
amely, strong day-to-nightside winds, predicted to be on the order
f ≈5 km s −1 (e.g. Kataria et al. 2016 ). Our Fe I signal is found at
7.3 km s −1 , broadly in agreement with previous measurements,

specially considering that UVES is less stable in wavelength than
ARPS, and less sensitive, with an average resolution element of
3.15 km s −1 . Ho we v er, man y of the more tentativ e signals shown

n Figs 5 and 6 are found at more v ariant v sys of fsets. F or e xample,
o I , Ni I , Co II , and several of the weakest signals are found at larger
e gativ e v sys offsets, on the order of ≈−10 km s −1 . If physical,
t could perhaps be possible that these species are predominantly
ound in areas of the atmosphere for which the wind speed is even
igher, leading to a larger blueshift in the signal. Ho we ver, winds
his strong in the atmosphere are not predicted by current general
irculation models (GCMs) of UHJs (Kataria et al. 2016 ). Instead,
t is possible that a variant blueshift may be caused by material
scaping the planet, pushed away from the planet and the star by
tellar pressure. Hydrogen has been observed to reach velocities of
p to 100 km s −1 in the escaping tail of HD 209458b (Vidal-Madjar
t al. 2003 ; Ben-Jaffel 2007 ). Speeds in the upper atmosphere could
ary between species as a result of either differing atomic weight or
onization state (due to interaction with magnetic fields). 

Additionally, some species such as Sc II and Mg I show a redshift
n v sys . As our observations probe the entire annulus of WASP-121b
uring transit, any signals we retrieve are the result of an average
 v er the limb. If, for example, clouds were blocking the side of
he limb rotating towards us, this could result in an o v erall redshift
eing detected, though we note that it would seem very odd for this to
appen to only some of the many species we have found evidence for.
ignificant cloud mass is also not expected in UHJs due to the high

emperatures preventing condensates from forming, and this would
e especially true for the hotter, blueshifted evening terminator.
e vertheless, GCMs by Flo wers et al. ( 2019 ) for the cooler hot

upiter HD 189733b show that a combination of winds, rotation,
nd clouds can lead to velocity shifts of ±10 km s −1 in different
egions of the limb, so this explanation lies within the bounds of
heoretical possibility. Also, Ehrenreich et al. ( 2020 ) resolve their
etection of Fe I in the atmosphere of the UHJ WASP-76b to have a
lueshift of −11 km s −1 on the ‘evening’ terminator and detect no
ignal from the nightside close to the morning terminator, which they
ttribute to the condensation of iron across the cooler nightside. A
hemical gradient across the surface of the nightside of hot Jupiters
s predicted by theory (e.g. Komacek & Showman 2016 ; Bell &
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owan 2018 ) and could potentially explain both the large blue- and
edshifts seen in our data, depending on the exact chemistry involved. 
t is possible that using spectral models based on 3D atmospheric 
irculation models could result in stronger detections, as was found 
or emission in infrared by Beltz et al. ( 2021 ), and help unco v er the
ause of these offsets. 

Ho we ver, we find it more likely that the source of this variance in
 sys is simply due to the inherent wavelength instability of UVES. 
uring the alignment process outlined in Section 2, we see order-

o-order variation in the wavelength solution for the blue arm of
3 km s −1 . While we attempt to correct this with alignment to a

tellar spectrum, it is possible that some variation remains, and we 
dditionally make no attempt to refine the dispersion in each order. 
lso, the red arm was not corrected for order-to-order variation due to 
oth its smaller amplitude and the difficulty of aligning telluric-free 
rders to the telluric spectrum used for alignment. If, for example, 
ome orders are more divergent from the correct wavelength solution 
han others, then species with the majority of their lines in these orders
ould naturally present signals with v ariant v sys of fsets. This more
rosaic explanation is supported by the fact that our strongest signals
re all detected at a v sys offset broadly consistent with previous works.

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

e have presented the results of a broad search for atomic species
n the atmosphere of the UHJ WASP-121b using high-resolution 
pectroscopy. Using standard cross-correlation methodology on a 
ingle transit observation taken with UVES, we reco v ered potential 
ignals for 17 neutral and ionized atomic species. Using five detection 
riteria, we confirm strong detections of Fe I , Ca II , Cr I , V I , and
a I , and tentative detections of H I , K I , and Sc II . We also unco v er
eak evidence for Mn I , Co II , Ni I , and Co I , and very weak hints of
u I , Sr I , V II , Ti I , and Sr II . Technically insignificant yet potentially

nteresting signals of Fe II , Mg I , and Ti II are also discussed. 
We have therefore presented independent confirmation or further 

 vidence for pre vious detections of Cr I , V I , Ca I , and Ni I made
y Ben-Yami et al. ( 2020 ) and Hoeijmakers et al. ( 2020b ) using
ARPS, and for the detections of K I and exospheric Ca II made
y Borsa et al. ( 2021 ) using ESPRESSO. We additionally presented
vidence of exospheric H I , previously found by Cabot et al. ( 2020 )
sing HARPS, and present a no v el detection of Sc II at 4.2 σ . Finally,
e have shown via injection tests that our methodology is sensitive 

o Y I , Y II , Rb I , Sc I , and Cr II , species for which we do not find
ignificant evidence, though we decline to set detection limits upon 
hese species due the degeneracies present. The detection of such a 
ide range of atomic species allows us to begin to set constraints
n the temperature and refractory properties of WASP-121b, and 
rovides a useful starting point for more in-depth characterization of 
he exoplanet atmosphere. 

The success of our search, in both confirming previous detections 
nd in reco v ering a large number of potential signals, echoes that of
revious successful broad species searches made in high-resolution 
or UHJs such as KEL T -9b (Hoeijmakers et al. 2018 , 2019 ) and
EL T -20b/MASCARA-2b (Casasayas-Barris et al. 2019 ; Nugroho 

t al. 2020a ). Our reco v ery of a variety of signals in a single
ransit is highly encouraging, and implies that the potential of high- 
esolution spectroscopy for detecting atomic species in UHJs is as 
et mostly untapped. Ho we v er, although we hav e presented a large
umber of potential signals in this work, we emphasize that many of
hem are extremely weak or tentative. Future work using a greater 
umber of transits, or with instruments with higher resolution and 
tability such as VLT/ESPRESSO, is encouraged to investigate the 
otential presence of many of the species presented herein, as well
s to further investigate the velocity offsets of each detected species
e.g. Ehrenreich et al. 2020 ). We have also refrained from placing
ny solid constraints on the abundances of our detected species, 
r on the atmospheric structure of WASP-121b. Our removal of 
he continuum prevents the measurement of any pressure-sensitive 
eatures that would allow the degeneracies between abundances, 
emperature, scattering properties, and reference radius/pressure to 
e broken, and the cross-correlation method is not sensitive to 
hanges in amplitude caused by differing scale heights. New and 
ore complex approaches to high-resolution spectroscopic analysis 

ave emerged in recent years, including the combination of low- 
nd high-resolution spectroscopy (Brogi et al. 2017 ; Pino et al.
018 ), principled statistical frameworks and likelihood mapping 
Brogi & Line 2019 ; Gibson et al. 2020 ; Hood et al. 2020 ; Nugroho
t al. 2020b ), machine learning (Fisher et al. 2020 ), and Doppler
omography (Watson et al. 2019 ; Matthews et al., in preparation).
hese sophisticated methods enable more stringent constraints to 
e placed on atmospheric parameters, and broad species searches 
uch as ours present a starting point for future work using these
ophisticated and more computationally intensive methods to further 
ategorize the atmosphere of WASP-121b. 
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